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F O R E W O R D 

THE Fourth National Conference on Street and Highway Safety, 
at its meeting May 23-25, 1934, voted that the following state
ment, prepared by A. W. Whitney, Associate General Manager, 
National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters, be included 
as a foreword herein: 

"We are a tolerant people. This is not a tolerance that is based 
on stolid endurance. It is a tolerance representing willingness to 
suffer for the sake of progress. When the time comes for action we 
act, and we act effectively. 

"Such a time has come. The 31,000 men and women and 
children who were killed by automobiles last year and the million 
others that were seriously injured are crying to us that their sacri
fice has been sufficient. 

"Until a scant hundred years ago man's ability to move about 
the earth was limited to what he could accomplish through his own 
physical power and through a partial control of other primitive 
forces. The railroad changed the world; the automobile and the 
airplane have changed it still more. Man has at last achieved 
mobility! 

"Such results were not to be had except for a price; they were 
not to be had without catastrophe. Thirty years ago our railroads 
were killing 400 passengers a year. Even this had not seemed too 
great a price to pay for progress. 

"There came a time when the people said, 'Enough life has been 
wasted. The railroads are now able to move us quickly and effec
tively; let them henceforth move us with safety also.' 

"The railroads were bidden to make safety their chief concern. 
During 1933, fifty railroad passengers were killed. One could 
have traveled 325,000,000 miles, or 13,000 times around the 
world, without exceeding his expectation of living. 

"It is the automobile that is our problem today. The automo
bile is now supremely powerful and efficient, and the mobility that 
it has produced is a necessary element in our life. 

"For this power and this mobility we have had to pay an ap
palling price, a price measured in life and limb that is comparable 



with our losses in the Wor ld W a r , a greater price measured in 
dollars and cents than the entire product of the automobile fac
tories, a greater cost than the entire cost of our public school system. 

" E v e n this we should perhaps feel forced to pay if our traffic 
efficiency were at stake. T h i s is not the case. The price that we 
are paying for automobile accidents is not the price of efficiency; it 
is a tribute that we are paying to haste and carelessness. 

" T o take steps that will cut down our accidents will not decrease 
the efficiency of our traffic; it will increase it. A fifty per cent 
reduction—probably a seventy-five per cent reduction—in our traffic 
accidents can be had at the same time with an actual increase in 
the efficiency and speed of moving traffic. 

" T o d a y we know how automobile accidents can be prevented. 
W e know how traffic can be handled so as to make it move both 
safely and effectively. 

" W h a t we lack is not knowledge, but will. W h a t we need is a 
determination to take the steps that will end this evil. These steps 
must sooner or later be taken. I t is inconceivable that we shall 
be willing to continue indefinitely to sacrifice our lives and to 
squander our resources in this stupid and unnecessary way. 

" A year ago the number of automobile deaths fell. Th i s was 
due to the lesser use of the automobile during the depression. Today 
the number of accidents is again increasing. N o w is the time, be
fore we are caught in the full tide of returning prosperity, to take 
hold of this problem and to solve it. W e are a tolerant people, but 
finally we act. Th is is the time to ac t ! " 

The Fourth National Conference, after giving final approval to 
the Uniform Vehicle Code, Model Municipal Traffic Ordinance, 
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the general pro
gram embodied in this pamphlet, "Guides to Traffic Safety", adopted 
the following resolution: 

"Resolved, That we the members of the Nat ional Conference on 
Street and H ighway Safety hereby express our belief that it is pos
sible for the American people to make use of our motor vehicles 
without the present indefensible toll of suffering and death from 



highway accidents. W e believe that all communities and all groups 
can constantly and permanently reduce their accidents by the same 
methods which certain communities and groups have already found 
so effective. Whi le there is no one panacea for traffic accidents, we 
recognize that a persistent and honest use of the combination of 
remedies recommended by this Conference has never failed to bring 
results. 

" W e therefore pledge ourselves ( 1 ) to cooperate with and sup
port the public authorities in their functions and for the protection 
of life and limb on our streets and h ighways; and (2) to promote 
through our several organizations and in our states and communi
ties the adoption of the Conference recommendations for greater 
safety through uniform legislation, through engineering study and 
improvement, through energetic, fair and efficient enforcement, and 
through education in safety for all users of the highways. 

" A n d we further pledge ourselves as individuals to accept our 
personal responsibility to set an example for our families, our neigh
bors and all our associates, of law observance and personal careful
ness and courtesy on the h ighway. " 
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Part I—Accident Statistics 

UR annual death toll of motor vehicle accidents first ex
ceeded 15,000 in the year 1922. Four years later, in 
1925, deaths went above 20,000 for the first time. Tre

mendously increased use of motor cars, increased speeds and other 
factors accelerated the death rate, with the result that 1929 brought 
more than 30,000 deaths. 

Since 1930 there has not been the continued increase in fatal 
accidents which characterized the earlier years. Deaths increased 
to an all-time high of 33,675 in 1931, but in the following year 
there was a decline to 29,451. In 1933, however, the upward trend 
was resumed with an estimated total of 31,000, and this trend has 
continued thus far in the present year. 

About 127,000 persons have met death in motor vehicle accidents 
in the United States since the Third National Conference on Street 
and Highway Safety in 1930. This total is less than it would have 
been had previous annual increases been steadily maintained, but 
the number is so staggering as to indicate clearly the importance of 
increased national efforts for traffic safety. 

The following table shows at a glance the upward trend in motor 
vehicle deaths since 1913: 

Death Rates 

Per Per Per 
100,000 100,000 10,000,000 gal. 

Year Deaths Population Cars Gasoline 
1913 4,227 4.4 306.7 * 
1918 10,723 10.4 167.9 * 
1923 18,394 16.5 120.5 * 
1924 19,379 17.1 109.2 * 
1925 21,877 19.0 109.0 25.5 

1926 23,431 20.1 105.9 23.9 
1927 25,796 21.8 110.9 23.5 
1928 27,996 23.3 113.8 23.0 
1929 31,215 25.7 117.3 22.0 

1930 32,929 26.7 123.5 22.3 
1931 33,675 27.1 129.8 21.9 
1932 29,451 23.6 121.6 20.7 
1933 (est) 31,000 24.7 129.7 21.7 

•Gasoline consumption figures are not _ available prior to 1925. Those for several 
years thereafter are in part baaed on incomplete or not strictly comparable data 
and must be accepted with reserve. 
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This table shows that in proportion to population motor vehicle 
death rates rose uninterruptedly until 1931, and that the drop in 
1932 was followed by an increase in 1933. In proportion to num
ber of cars registered there were fewer deaths each year until 1926, 
when a low point of 105.9 fatalities per 100,000 cars was reached. 
Increases occurred in each succeeding year until 1932. The drop 
in that year, however, did not continue into 1933. In relation to 
gasoline consumption, which should furnish the best index of the 
amount of motor vehicle use, the death rate, except for a slight in
terruption in 1930, showed a steady decline from 192S, when figures 
were first available, until 1933, when a sizable increase took place 
over the previous year. 

For some years it was a matter of satisfaction that, although 
death rates were increasing on a population basis, they were actually 
declining on the car registration basis. But, as has been shown, 
this did not continue after 1926. Then the death rate on the gaso
line consumption basis for some years made a favorable showing, 
indicating that deaths per mile of travel were decreasing. But in 
1933 this favorable trend also halted. Later years will decide 
whether this interruption is permanent or temporary; it is worthy 
of note, however, that thus far in 1934 motor vehicle deaths are 
increasing faster than motor vehicle gasoline consumption, indi
cating that in all probability the death rate on this basis will ad
vance again in 1934. 

The appalling number of deaths resulting from motor vehicle 
mishaps should not obscure the much larger number of injuries and 
less serious accidents occurring each year. In addition to the 1933 
death total of 31,000, for example, there were at least 1,000,000 
nonfatal injuries, and perhaps ten times that many accidents caus
ing property damage only. Numbers cannot express the suffering 
and sorrow involved in this death and injury total. It can be 
stated, however, that the losses to the American public from the 
deaths and injuries, calculated on a conservative basis, approxi
mated three quarters of a billion dollars, while the addition of prop
erty damage costs, though difficult to estimate, would appear to 
bring up the total loss from motor accidents to at least one and a 
half billion, dollars a year. 

Black as the general picture is, analysis shows that certain states, 
certain age groups and certain types of motor vehicle drivers have 
achieved better results than the country as a whole. Either their 
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percentages of increase in accidents have been much less, or actual 
declines have been achieved. These are bright spots in the picture, 
encouraging indications of results attainable by organized effort, 
without which the total record would appear still worse than it 
does. Some of these encouraging trends will now be reviewed briefly 
and their apparent significance discussed from the standpoint of a 
national safety program. 

Children Versus Adults 

One of the most striking contrasts in any study of motor vehicle 
accidents is found in comparing child and adult experience for the 
past ten years. The following table shows the annual motor vehicle 
death totals for children and adults since 1922, the year when the 
national child safety education movement started: 

Year Children Adults Year Children Adults 
1922 4,219 11,107 1928 5,259 22,737 
1923 4,495 13,899 1929 5,382 25,833 
1924 4,807 14,573 1930 5,081 27,848 
1925 4,974 16,903 1931 5,030 28,645 
1926 5,069 18,361 1932 4,148 25,303 
1927 5,360 20,436 1933 (est.) 4,100 26,900 

This table shows that in the decade following 1922 adult motor 
vehicle deaths increased about 150 per cent. During the same 
period child deaths advanced only about 25 per cent and actual 
decreases occurred each year since 1929. 

License Versus Non-License States 

Another marked contrast in motor vehicle death trends is found 
by comparing the records of states with drivers' license laws re
quiring an examination of all new drivers, and administered by a 
strong central authority, with those of states not having such laws. 
Compared either in relation to registration or gasoline consumption, 
the average motor fatality rates of the nonlicensing states show 
much greater increases over periods of years than do those of the 
licensing states. Similar evidence is given by a study of the rec
ords of the states before and after adoption of the drivers' license 
law. This study, conducted by the National Safety Council, shows 
that automobile deaths in the license law states, following the pas
sage of such laws, averaged 30 per cent lower than they would have 
if their accidents had increased at the same rate as in the nonlicense 
states. Furthermore, the better average records of the licensing 
states as compared with the remainder of the country have not been 
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limited to the period immediately following adoption of the licens
ing system in those-states, but has shown a remarkably consistent 
improvement through the years. 

Private Versus Commercial Vehicle Drivers 
A year-by-year comparison since 1927 shows that there has been 

no increase in the number of commercial vehicle drivers involved 
in fatal accidents, whereas the private car operators involved in fatal 
accidents have advanced about 46 per cent during the seven years. 
Truck driver accidents are reported to have declined 2 per cent, 
bus driver accidents declined 24 per cent and those involving taxi-
cab operators 43 per cent. 

Rural Versus Urban Experience 
Some years ago cities received blame for an undue proportion 

of motor vehicle fatalities because persons injured in accidents oc
curring outside their limits were brought in to die in city hospitals. 
The United States Census Bureau took steps to correct this error 
in the records, and it soon became apparent that in the aggregate 
the motor vehicle accident problem was even more serious in the 
small towns and country areas than in cities. Census Bureau fig
ures for 1932 show that of the 29,451 deaths in that year, only 
about 11,000 resulted from accidents occurring in cities of 10,000 
population or more, the remainder occurring in smaller places and 
in the country. These proportions appear to have remained about 
the same in 1933; in other words, about 19,500 of the 31,000 total 
motor vehicle deaths in 1933 occurred outside of the cities over 
10,000 in population. 

Not only do rural fatalities exceed urban by a proportion of 
three to two; the recent fatality trend in rural areas has been much 
worse than in cities. In 1924 rural deaths numbered slightly more 
than 10,000 and urban deaths just below 10,000. During the in
tervening years fatal accidents in rural areas, however, increased 
93 per cent, whereas those in cities increased only 24 per cent. 

Effects of Organized Effort 
The bright spots in the traffic accident picture that appear from 

the above comparisons take on special significance when it is realized 
that without exception they have occurred in these groups or areas 
where there is greater control of individual action by agencies of 
organized society. To be specific, a large proportion of children 
under 15 are in school and are constantly subject to instruction and, 
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if necessary, discipline; their younger brothers and sisters are at 
home and are under parents' supervision. In states with drivers' 
license laws unfit drivers are not allowed to operate cars and reck
less operators are taken off the streets by revocation and suspen
sion of their licenses. The employer of commercial vehicle oper
ators is in a position to instruct his drivers in safe operation and 
to discipline them if they do not cooperate. Practically every city 
has made serious efforts to cope with its traffic problem, whereas, 
except in recent years in a few states, there has been no patrolling 
of rural areas to insure safe driving that has been at all comparable 
with what can be accomplished by a well managed city police 
force. In other words, the social control of motor vehicle drivers 
and pedestrians has unquestionably been effective in keeping the 
accident rate below what it would otherwise have been. 

Another definite indication that accidents can be controlled was 
found in studying the results of the National Traffic Safety Contest 
among cities for 1932. One hundred and thirty cities in this con
test reduced motor vehicle deaths 16 per cent, and the 68 cities 
of this group that received awards reduced their fatalities 23 per 
cent; at the same time there was only a 9 per cent reduction through
out the country. In addition to these evidences of average improve
ment in the groups of cities working in the Contest, the death 
records of particular cities were studied in relation to the accident 
prevention activities which they carried on as reported in the Con
test. This correlation proved that cities with all-round accident 
prevention programs—including engineering, education and enforce
ment activities—enjoyed greater reductions in deaths than those 
cities having little or no safety activity. Furthermore, it was dis
covered that in most cases no single activity stood out as being 
able alone to influence the accident record, an all-round program 
evidently being essential. 

No attempt has been made in this brief review to give accident 
records for particular states, cities or population groups or to show 
the circumstances under which motor vehicle accidents occur. Offi
cial statistics of automobile fatalities by states and principal cities 
are published by the U. S. Census Bureau. More comprehensive 
data, including ages of drivers and victims, street locations, weather 
conditions, actions and conditions of pedestrians and drivers, time 
of day, and so forth, are regularly included in the reports of city 
police and state motor vehicle departments. These are summarized 
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monthly in Public Safety, issued by the National Safety Council, 
and presented fully with extensive comparison and analysis in 
Accident Facts, the annual statistical summary of the Council. 
A study of these detailed accident circumstances is essential, of 
course, in determining just how the education, engineering and en
forcement program should be carried on to produce greatest results 
—just what measures of social control should be adopted. This 
is further discussed in Part IV of this report. 
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Part II—Legislation 
UNIFORM, up-to-date, reasonable traffic laws and ordinances are 
vitally necessary to a solution of our traffic problems. 

The great majority of law-abiding drivers and pedestrians who 
desire to obey the laws have difficulty in doing so if the laws are 
not clear and reasonable or if they are confused by. differences in 
the laws of neighboring states or cities. If, on the other hand, the 
law is simple, easy to understand, unquestionably justified, and in 
line with the actual practices of careful drivers, extracts or sum
maries of appropriate provisions can be used as a textbook for 
teaching beginners or those brought into court for violations. 

Again, the traffic laws must be reasonable and up-to-date or we 
cannot expect the police to enforce them. If the law sets a speed 
limit of 15. miles per hour where everybody knows that much higher 
speeds are both safe and customary, the police officer can hardly 
be blamed for not taking seriously either this or some of the other 
provisions of the law. 

To a large extent the traffic laws form the basis for civil suits, 
and they must be reasonable and clear cut if innocent victims are 
to obtain redress and if, at the same time, drivers are not to be 
mulcted for damages in cases where they were not at fault. 

Proper traffic laws are also necessary for the effective use of 
traffic engineering remedies. For example, the law must clearly 
and accurately define the responsibilities of drivers and pedestrians 
with respect to the observance of traffic signs and signals, or the 
latter will largely fail in their purpose. The law must also state 
who has authority to determine the need for, to provide and to 
enforce the observance of traffic control devices. 

All traffic regulations which should be the same throughout the 
state should be covered by the state law, thus insuring uniformity 
among the cities as well as in the rural areas of the state. Only 
matters, of distinctly local character, such as the restriction of park
ing on specified streets and designation of one-way streets, should 
be left to the local ordinance. The ordinance may, however, re
peat certain parts of the state law if enforcement will thereby be 
facilitated. 

The reasons for voluntary uniformity among the states in the 
regulation of traffic are so well known as hardly to require repeti-
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tion here. It has often been pointed out that motor vehicle traffic 
knows no state boundaries. But endless variety of conflicting regu
lations is a tremendous and quite unnecessary handicap. The truth 
of this argument is admitted by all, yet we are still far from the 
goal of uniformity. This can be attained only by the united, per
sistent efforts of intelligent legislators backed by interested organi
zations and citizens. 

At the First National Conference on Street and Highway Safety 
in 1924 the great need for uniformity was clearly recognized. This 
was one of the chief reasons for the holding of a Second Confer
ence in 1926, prior to which a large and representative committee 
of public officials and other traffic specialists from all over the 
country had devoted months of careful study to the formulation 
of the Uniform Vehicle Code. After discussion this was adopted 
in that year by the National Conference on Street and Highway 
Safety, and also by the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws and the American Bar Association. In 1930 
the Code was revised by action of these bodies, at which time the 
Model Municipal Traffic Ordinance, prepared in 1928, was revised 
and approved by the National Conference on Street and Highway 
Safety. Again this year the Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws 
and Ordinances is presenting certain revisions which are believed 
to take care of all weak points in the Code and Ordinance revealed 
by experience as well as to meet conditions which have recently 
arisen. 

Uniform Vehicle Code 

The Code as now revised contains the following: 

I—Uniform Motor Vehicle Administration, Registration, 
Certificate of Title and Anti-Theft Act 

This consolidates the vehicle registration and anti-theft acts 
of the 1930 Code, thereby eliminating a certain amount of dupli
cation, and also contains a number of important additional admin
istrative sections, including provision for a highway patrol. 

All states have long recognized the need for some form of ad
ministrative organization as the starting point for motor vehicle 
control. They vary considerably in their conceptions of what this 
organization should be and how extensive should be its powers and 
duties. The uniform Act seeks to offer a complete but not exces
sive administrative organization. 
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II—Uniform Operators' and Chauffeurs' License Act 
Because the importance of requiring all motor vehicle operators 

to be licensed has not been as universally recognized as that of 
registering vehicles, and because the administration of the licensing 
system requires special, though not unduly complex, administrative 
machinery, the Operators' and Chauffeurs' License Act of the 1930 
Code is retained as a separate Act, liberalized to meet objections 
that have been raised to the system without materially weakening 
it or interfering with the procedure found effective in the states 
experienced in the licensing system. 

The resistance of the past in certain parts of the country to the 
licensing of operators is disappearing, and it is becoming increas
ingly recognized that this is an essential element in traffic control 
and reduction of accidents. 

Ill—Uniform Civil Liability Act 
This is an addition to the former Code. In large measure, how

ever, it is an assembly of related sections drawn from the various 
Acts in the 1930 Code and from the American Automobile Asso
ciation Safety Responsibility Act together with certain additional 
provisions deemed appropriate. 

IV—Uniform Safety Responsibility Act 
The revised Code for the first time contains a financial responsi

bility Act. 
The previous National Conferences did not deem compulsory auto

mobile insurance sufficiently related to safety to warrant its adop
tion as a safety measure. Experience has, however, indicated that 
a modified form of insurance or financial responsibility require
ment, largely free, from the difficulties of a complete compulsory 
automobile insurance system, provides a valuable means not only 
of protecting the public against much irresponsible driving but also 
of exercising an important influence for safe driving. Such a mea
sure, proposed and sponsored by the American Automobile Asso
ciation, has been passed and found effective in a considerable num
ber of states and is the basis of the Act included in the revised 
Code. This proposed Act is compulsory only as to those who have 
been convicted of serious traffic violations or who have unsatisfied 
judgments standing against them as the results of traffic accidents. 

The adoption of these first four acts of the Code in substantially 
the form in which they are presented is recommended. 
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V—Uniform Act Regulating Traffic on Highways 

This is the Act of the same title in the 1930 Code, revised in 
certain particulars in the light of recent experience, especially as 
to speed, vehicle lighting requirements and size and weight restric
tions. The act is also amplified to provide for periodic inspection 
of vehicles. Not only is this Act based upon underlying principles 
that have proved sound and essential, but the language has been 
worked out with the utmost care to provide clarity and practica
bility and to conform to court decisions. 

It is therefore recommended that it be adopted verbatim in every 
state which does not have substantially the same provisions. 

M o d e l M u n i c i p a l Traff ic O r d i n a n c e 

This embodies very little change in substance from the 1930 
Ordinance. The arrangement has, however, been materially changed 
to separate the administrative provisions from the operating rules 
which every motorist and pedestrian should know. The latter have 
been further segregated into (a) local provisions, such, for ex
ample, as those for control of parking, one-way operation and 
similar matters, and (b) basic rules of the road, which should be 
covered by the state law but which it may be desirable to include 
in the ordinance of a given municipality, either because they are 
not adequately covered by the law of the particular state or because 
constitutional or enforcement requirements make appropriate their 
repetition in the municipal ordinance. 

It is recommended that each municipality consider carefully which 
provisions of the three parts of the Model Ordinance it requires 
and adopt them in the form presented. 

M a n u a l o f U n i f o r m Traff ic C o n t r o l Dev ices 

Closely allied to the foregoing legislative standards is the Manual 
of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways pre
pared by a joint committee of the American Association of State 
Highway Officials and the National Conference on Street and 
Highway Safety. This manual is a consolidation, revision and 
amplification of the previous standard manuals for rural highways 
and city streets, and it is recommended for general adoption. 
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Part III—Administration 
THE handling of the traffic situation in this country may be likened 
to a tremendous business undertaking—one in which state and mu
nicipal governments have the major responsibility. In order to 
conduct any business effectively there must be proper organization 
and a well conceived program based on sound administrative poli
cies. Our rapid increases in highway traffic and its many problems 
have not, in many particulars, been met by effective organization, 
and this is one of the fundamental reasons why greater progress 
has not been made in reducing traffic accidents and delays, and in 
improving traffic conditions generally. On the other hand, it is 
encouraging to note that many states and municipalities have rec
ognized this basic need and have gone far in organizing to meet 
the situation. 

We urge that the chief executive of each governmental unit rec
ognize the importance of modern traffic problems and give active 
support to the traffic improvement program. Informed public 
opinion has almost always supported progressiveness by the state 
and city in this field. It is recommended that governors and mayors 
take the lead in formulating definite policies and a program for 
traffic improvement, and putting them into effect. 

State Traffic Organization and Administration 

The principal functions of a state in meeting its traffic problems 
are: 

To provide a satisfactory highway system, adequate to meet traffic 
needs and so maintained as to be as nearly accident-proof as pos
sible. 

To establish satisfactory state motor vehicle laws, for reasons set 
forth in Part II of this report. 

To assume general supervision of the use of its highways, involv
ing registration of vehicles, granting the privilege of driving to qual
ified persons and securing observance by the general public of the 
rules of the road and other traffic laws. 

To study the traffic accidents and devise ways of reducing this toll 
to the minimum. 

To exert such degree of control over the traffic activities of coun
ties and municipalities as to secure substantial uniformity in traffic 
signs, signals, local driving regulations and other matters which 
directly affect the vehicle operator. 

Of the foregoing functions, the first relates to highway construc
tion and maintenance, the other four to regulation of highway use. 
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Highway Construction and Maintenance 
All of the states have recognized the need for an adequate high

way system and have set up effective state highway organizations. 
The federal government has cooperated through the federal aid 
system administered by the United States Bureau of Public Roads. 
For many years the state highway officials have been organized in 
an effective American Association of State Highway Officials. 

In the main the country is well advanced in the development of 
its primary highway system. Less progress has been made in re
spect to county and other local roads outside of municipalities, 
and there has been a strong trend toward placing such roads in
creasingly under direct or supervisory control of the state highway 
authorities. 

There is still much to be done in establishing further safeguards 
to traffic on both main and secondary highways. It is recommended 
that such work be definitely and adequately provided for in high
way programs of jurisdictions where this is not already being done. 

Regulation of Highway Use 
In most states the public has been very slow to realize the need 

for effective organization to cope with the many problems of the 
use of highways which affect public safety. In the North Atlantic 
states and in a few states elsewhere this need has long been under
stood, and competent organizations have been built up under ad
ministrators with proper authority and understanding of their re
sponsibilities. In many other states, however, responsibility for 
administration of the vehicle laws has either not been definitely 
assigned or has been placed as an incidental duty upon an official 
whose principal function is that of a collector of revenues and who 
has neither the time nor the staff to carry on important phases of 
the work of motor vehicle administration or to profit by the expe
riences of other states. 

In the northeast the administrators have been cooperating effec
tively for years through an Eastern Conference of Motor Vehicle 
Administrators. Recently a highly important forward step has 
been taken by the creation of a nation-wide American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Administrators, with four regional divisions, one 
of which is largely based on the old Eastern Conference. The 
energy with which the administrators have proceeded with the 
organization of their Association augurs well for the success of the 
undertaking, and it seems logical that the Association should be-
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come the principal coordinating agency in motor vehicle law im
provement and administration. 

The U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, under the authority of the 
federal aid highway law, is also doing effective work on traffic 
problems, and may be expected to cooperate closely with this new 
organization of motor vehicle administrators as it has for many 
years done with the state highway officials. 

Supervision of the use of highways can be divided into two broad 
types of functions. One of these, vehicle law administration, has 
been quite generally recognized; the other, involving the engineer
ing problems of highway use, is only beginning to come into 
prominence. 

State Motor Vehicle Administration—In states which have given 
the most attention to the effective administration of their motor 
vehicle laws, experience has shown that the following organization 
units are needed: 

General administrative organization, consisting of the admin
istrator and the necessary personal assistants. 

Clerical staff for handling certificates of title, vehicle registra
tions, operators' licenses and the collection and filing of accident 
records. 

Legal personnel for vehicle code interpretation and amendment, 
to handle cases arising out of motor vehicle laws and to guide 
municipalities in connection with their traffic ordinances. 

Special trained staff to handle suspension and revocation of 
operators' licenses and of vehicle registrations. 

Examiners to conduct the tests which must be passed before an 
operator's license will be issued, and to check on the reissuance of 
licenses in certain cases. 

Personnel to supervise the inspection of the items of motor 
vehicle equipment which have important relationship to safe opera
tion. 

Highway patrol to foster observance of and enforce the traffic 
laws and regulations and to give information and assistance to 
motorists. 

The jurisdiction of the state administrator must necessarily cover 
local rural roads as well as state highways. 

State Traffic Engineering—This field, which includes the many 
engineering problems involved in the use of the highways, has al
ready been recognized by the setting up of state traffic engineering 
agencies, or the beginnings of such organizations, in many states, 
including California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, 
New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Wisconsin and the District 
of Columbia. The duties of a state traffic engineering organization 
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are described in Part V of this report. In the interest of safety 
and proper control of traffic every state should have a traffic engi
neer with necessary staff. 

Coordination Between State Units Dealing with Traffic Matters 
Cooperation and coordination of efforts of state agencies involved 

are essential in dealing with various state traffic matters. For ex
ample, in matters of state legislation the state highway depart
ment, motor vehicle administrator, traffic engineer, attorney gen
eral's office, revenue and budget agencies, legislatures and the courts 
are usually involved. In general, informal day-by-day contacts 
between the various officials will result in satisfactory coordination, 
if the powers and duties of the various agencies are clear cut and 
do not overlap. In some cases, however, preliminary to improve
ment of state traffic organization, it may be desirable to create a 
temporary commission of appropriate state officials and actively 
interested citizen leaders to develop detailed recommendations. 

Local Traffic Organization and Administration 

In general, state traffic laws and standards for signs and signals 
apply in municipalities. A municipality has many important traffic 
functions, however, including enactment of local traffic legislation, 
construction and maintenance of local highways, considerable con
trol over the use of its highways, direction of traffic by police, sig
nals, signs and markings, local observance and enforcement of 
traffic laws, and control of its traffic accident situation. 

Several different types of organizations are necessary for effec
tive handling of city traffic problems. Some of these have long 
been established, but some are new and as yet not generally well 
known. 

Other sections of this report deal in detail with the duties and 
methods of these units of organization. In this section the units 
are, therefore, only briefly described. 

Street Improvement and Maintenance 
A trained engineering staff has long been recognized as neces

sary for the location, design, construction and maintenance of mu
nicipal streets and highways. 

Municipal Traffic Engineering 
It is now becoming recognized that many phases of the task of 

securing safe and efficient use of streets and highways are engineer-
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ing in character. Hence the traffic engineer, who makes traffic sur
veys, designs traffic signal systems, analyzes accident records, de
vises appropriate remedies and controls the use of traffic equipment. 
Trained personnel is needed for traffic engineering work, and such 
service should be available for all municipalities. Part V of this 
report discusses methods of providing such service. 

Police Traffic Duties 

The handling of police traffic problems has now become a major 
function of police departments. It is a specialized function, mak
ing experience and continuity of service of the utmost importance. 

Traffic duties are frequently segregated under a traffic division, 
responsible for all traffic matters throughout the city and under 
the jurisdiction of an official next in rank to the chief of police. 
In many municipalities, however, traffic matters are still delegated 
to the various precinct or district commanders, although experience 
indicates that such a system cannot produce a unified and progres
sive handling of those traffic matters for which the police are 
responsible. 

The best results are obtained by the use of squads having spe
cialized traffic duties so far as justified by the traffic problems of 
the community. The following organization units have been found 
effective: 

Executive Staff, to assist the chief of the traffic division. Ade
quate personnel for executive direction of the many police traffic 
duties is essential to efficiency of service. 

Mobile Patrol, on motorcycles or in automobiles, to maintain an 
orderly and efficient movement of traffic, and to induce obedience 
to and enforce the regulations. The mobility of these patrolmen 
makes them available for other duties, but they should be diverted 
as little as possible to "special details" unrelated to accidents or 
traffic movement. 

Post Duty Group, to control traffic at intersections and at other 
fixed posts. 

Parking Violations Squad, to prevent parking violations and ap
prehend violators or tag illegally parked cars. 

Vehicle Inspection Squad, to check for overloading, inadequate 
brakes and other serious defects. 

Accident Investigation Squad, to make thorough investigation of 
serious traffic accidents promptly after their occurrence and de
velop effective cases for the prosecution of persons involved who 
were guilty of serious violations. The idea, developed to its present 
effective form in Evanston, 111., is new but is spreading rapidly. 

Accident and Enforcement Record Division, to gather, file and 
make the various police uses of these essential records. The im
portance of this activity requires that the records be kept in good 
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shape and used effectively by police, the traffic engineer and others 
interested. 

Traffic Officers' Training School Personnel, to operate schools 
for the training of new traffic officers and for "refresher courses" 
for all traffic officers. 

Traffic Courts 
Traffic cases differ in many respects from most other cases heard 

by police courts. Effective court treatment of traffic cases requires 
not only a thorough knowledge of both state and municipal traffic 
laws and regulations, but a different judicial approach from that 
appropriate in ordinary criminal cases. Separate traffic courts exist 
in many municipalities and are recommended for all larger cities. 
In smaller cities it is recommended that all traffic cases be handled 
by one magistrate, who may not, however, need to give full time 
to this work. Operation of traffic courts is further discussed in 
Part VII of this report. 

Legal Service 
An important part of effective municipal traffic organization is 

the provision of adequate legal service for the preparation and de
fense of ordinances, prosecution of important traffic cases and legal 
approval of contracts. 

Coordination 
Since a number of local governmental units share responsibility 

for certain traffic matters, it is essential that there be effective co
ordination between the various bureaus and divisions. The more 
the traffic functions are concentrated and the less the duties of 
various units overlap, the simpler is the problem of coordination. 
The necessary coordination may be attained by cooperation of the 
officials concerned. It is sometimes desirable to set up an official 
Traffic Commission, made up of representatives of the various gov
ernmental units involved and a liberal number of interested citizen 
leaders appointed by the Mayor and representing the major private 
groups most affected. 

The cooperation proposed should extend not only to making the 
best use of existing facilities but also to the many phases of city 
and regional planning which have a relation to traffic. 

This subject is treated further on page 37, where various 
methods of coordination of traffic activities are discussed from the 
educational standpoint. 
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Part IV—Accident Records as the Basis 
of Accident Prevention 

TRAFFIC accident records have two main purposes—to impress 
all concerned with the gruesome statistics and spur them to do 
their part to reduce the toll, and to find scientific remedies from 
study of the accidents and their causes. The first purpose is served 
by publication of general totals, particularly of fatalities, and com
parisons with previous records. The second is accomplished only 
by accurate reporting and study of details. 

An accident—whether in traffic or elsewhere—always means that 
something is wrong. In view of the high total cost of accidents, 
and the large sums spent for street improvements, traffic control 
equipment, police departments and courts, it is unquestionably a 
good investment to spend a moderate amount in collecting acci
dent information and studying it in every possible way to deter
mine what is wrong and how the various remedies are working, or 
to ascertain what others may be needed. 

There are four principal factors in traffic accidents which require 
study: ( 1 ) The driver, (2) the pedestrian, (3) the vehicle and 
(4) the location. The report of every traffic accident should con
tain the facts falling within each of these groups and should, either 
in itself or when studied in conjunction with other cases, point the 
way to a practicable remedy. 

Comparisons Necessary 

Intelligent study of the accident problem requires comparisons 
of one record with another. Thus, if two cities have an equal 
number of adult deaths, but the first city has twice as many child 
fatalities as the second, it needs to analyze more carefully its child 
accidents and do. something about them. 

Within a city, comparisons should be made to determine which 
intersections, which streets and which districts have the most acci
dents and thus require the most attention. Comparisons from one 
period to another are also necessary, primarily to discover how well 
the remedies.for accidents are working. Scientific traffic planning, 
for instance, demands that a "before and after" study of accidents 
should be made every time a new traffic control device is installed 
or a new regulation affecting accidents is adopted. 
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Kinds of Unsafe Driving 

Drivers and even public officials often do not really believe that 
certain traffic rules are necessary for safety and that violation of 
them causes many accidents. Every accident report should there
fore show what violation or unsafe practice by driver or pedestrian 
—or what combination thereof—entered into the case and caused 
or helped to cause the accident. Tabulations of these causes or 
circumstances are of great value to editors, speakers, educators 
and others seeking to improve the safe driving and safe walking 
habits of the general public. 

Many traffic accidents are due in part, at least, to unsatisfactory 
conditions of vehicles. Recent developments in accident investiga
tion now make it easier than before to ascertain these vehicular 
defects of cars involved in accidents. Accurate information on 
vehicular defects contributing to accidents can be made a powerful 
weapon in the campaign for safer cars. 

In addition to the parts played by the drivers, the pedestrian 
and the vehicle, it is also true that a great many accidents can be 
primarily charged to faulty street layout, to the presence of un
suitable signs and signals or their absence where needed, or to ob
structed view. It is now common practice to investigate a particu
larly hazardous intersection or other location by diagramming the 
accidents that have occurred there over a period of time so that 
the particular kinds of accidents that have occurred can be care
fully studied in conjunction with the physical characteristics of 
the location. 

Record System Should Serve Many Purposes 

A good system of traffic accident reporting should provide facts 
that will through study tell the responsible public official what 
needs to be done about any or all of the factors in the accident 
situation. 

Accurate accident reporting is in fact an essential adjunct to the 
traffic remedies discussed in the three following parts of this report 
—engineering, education and enforcement. Successful safety ef
forts require the use of accident records for all of these purposes. 

Available Accident Records 

The federal government, through the Bureau of the Census, pro
vides authoritative statistics of automobile fatalities at four-week 
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intervals by principal cities and each year by states and cities. 
They do not cover nonfatal accidents and do not give any indica
tions of the causes. 

A number of the state vehicle commissioners have effective or
ganizations for the compilation and analysis of accident records. 
They publish illuminating figures for number, kind and primary 
causes of accidents, and other pertinent information. Some of them 
also utilize the records as herein suggested to discover remedies for 
conditions conducive to accidents. 

Some cities also recognize the importance of accurate accident 
reporting and analysis and do effective work along this line. Un
fortunately there are all too many other cities in which little is 
done in this direction. 

Among private organizations the National Safety Council makes 
compilation and analysis of accident reports one of its major proj
ects. It issues an annual summary of accident facts and presents 
other accident data in its monthly publication. As a basis for 
those records it has promulgated the uniform accident reporting 
forms described below. 

A Standard System 

The necessity for accident records in the safety program has 
always been recognized by the National Conference on Street and 
Highway Safety. Its several statistics committees have also em
phasized that progress would be facilitated if all governmental de
partments—both local and state—would adopt essential uniformity 
in their definitions of terms, report forms and methods of sum
marizing and publishing results. Only in this way, it was felt, 
could different localities be accurately compared, the most suitable 
preventive methods devised and national information on the prob
lem developed. 

Acting on this idea, a standard traffic accident reporting system 
was developed in 1924 by a group of public officials, statisticians 
and traffic engineers, functioning as the National Safety Council's 
Committee on Traffic Accident Records. This system has been 
under the constant scrutiny of the several hundred city and state 
departments using it and has been improved from year to year on 
the basis of recommendations made by these users. 

The system comprehends four distinct steps: (1) A card form 
on which each individual traffic accident is reported, (2) a tally 
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sheet and summary sheet by which persons injured and killed are 
classified by type of accident and age, and the more important 
circumstances summarized, (3) a spot map to visualize where ac
cidents are occurring, and (4) a location file of the original report 
cards to facilitate studies of hazardous locations. Sample forms, 
with complete directions for their use, can be obtained without 
cost from the National Safety Council, Chicago. 

Spot Maps 

In all except the smallest cities a spot map of traffic accidents is 
an essential in the most effective promotion of traffic safety. A pin 
is stuck into the map at the proper point to represent each acci
dent that occurs, the type of the accident being represented by the 
size, shape and color of the pin. 

Such maps show where accidents are accumulating and, when 
compared over successive periods, show changes in the distribution 
and concentration of accidents. Such concentration and such 
changes are the clues for the most effective use of traffic police, 
for engineering studies of the hazardous locations, for needed 
changes in signals, signs and physical surroundings, and for traffic 
regulations. When reproduced in newspapers or otherwise used 
in publicity, spot maps also warn the general public that cautious 
driving is especially necessary in certain areas. 

Filing of Reports 

Any accident reporting procedure is not complete until the indi
vidual reports are suitably filed. The suitability of any filing sys
tem must be judged by the use which is to be made of the file. 
Traffic accident reports are frequently filed by date or by serial 
number. Such files are, however, of little or no use in any kind 
of accident prevention effort. 

In both states and cities, two systems of filing accident reports 
have been found essential for effective traffic improvement activi
ties. These are a file by location and a file by driver or drivers 
involved. Both files, properly cross-referenced, are recommended. 

State motor vehicle departments which supervise the licensing 
of motor vehicle operators may consider the more useful of the two 
recommended files that involving the filing of accident reports 
along with their other records for the driver or drivers involved. 
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Then, if there is any question of suspending or revoking the license 
of a particular operator, that individual's complete accident expe
rience is immediately available. 

A location file is also of primary importance to the state traffic 
engineer, highway departments and highway patrol. There is an 
increasing demand in states for this type of file. 

Most cities, having no direct control of licensing of drivers, will 
find the file of accidents by location to be the more useful to them. 
The discovery of accident locations, as previously stated, is facili
tated by the spot map. When the spot map reveals an extra
hazardous intersection, street or district, it is important to have 
the file of accident reports so arranged that all of the accidents 
spotted on the map at the location in question can be quickly taken 
from the file and analyzed. This requires filing the accident re
ports or copies thereof by location. For city use the location file 
is recommended as of primary importance. Complete directions 
for establishing, maintaining and using a location filing system are 
available from the National Safety Council and the American 
Automobile Association. 

Increasingly, cities are finding that the effective handling of 
enforcement requires records filed by drivers' names for accidents 
as well as violations. Traffic magistrates can deal more intelli
gently and effectively with a violator if, when his case is heard, 
the magistrate has for his guidance a record of both past violations 
and accidents of that driver. Furthermore, where state records 
are not complete or are not being actively used, police officials or 
magistrates can refer bad records of individual drivers to the state 
motor vehicle administrator for suitable action as to suspension 
or revocation of licenses. 
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Part V—Engineering 
ENGINEERING plays an important part in many phases of the 
traffic problem—the design of efficient and safe motor vehicles, 
the location, design, construction and maintenance of adequate 
streets and highways, and the solution of many of the problems 
of traffic control and regulation. There has been much progress, 
but much remains to be done by engineers in the prevention of 
accidents and in the efficient and orderly handling of street and 
highway traffic. 

Automotive Engineering 

Automotive engineers have long realized that improvements in 
design of vehicles and ease of maintenance can greatly reduce the 
accident hazard and the seriousness of accidents that occur. Among 
the improvements made in recent years in safety design of motor 
vehicles may be cited lower center of gravity, sturdier construction, 
better head lights and other lighting equipment, better brakes and 
brake equalizers, improved steering apparatus, easier handling, 
better road-holding qualities, better gear shifting facilities, sturdier 
tires, safety glass and such refinements as adjustable driving seats, 
braking signal lights, better windshield wipers, reflector glass in 
tail lights, speed governors on trucks and lights indicating the width 
and height limits of larger vehicles. 

Research is actively continuing and special attention is being 
given to the new problems created by the increasing speed of motor 
vehicles. Here, however, the automotive engineer is limited by 
factors outside of his scope—the highway and the driver—and 
there is grave need for automotive engineers, highway engineers, 
traffic engineers, enforcement officials and others directly concerned 
to face the speed question squarely and reach agreement as to nec
essary limitations of maximum speeds for various conditions. 

Highway Engineering 

As the traffic demands have become more severe, highway engi
neers have made progress in designing and building strong, durable 
and reasonably economical highways with smooth surfaces and good 
drainage. Among the outstanding improvements from the safety 
viewpoint are the widening of traffic lanes to 10 feet, reduction in 
curves and grades, construction of better and wider shoulders free 
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from obstructions, marking of center lines and lane limits, banking 
of curves, elimination of high crowns, improvement in guard rails, 
avoidance of dips, elimination of narrow bridges and underpasses, 
and up-to-date street and highway illumination. 

Despite the improvements made, however, the seriousness of the 
accident hazard on rural highways is indicated by the 93 per cent 
increase in fatalities in rural areas during the past nine years as 
compared with the 24 per cent increase within cities. A large pro
portion of accidents occur on highways which normally offer no 
special hazard. Although the driver may be blamed for most high
way accidents, the highway engineer realizes that he must find 
ways to provide highways on which drivers will have less oppor
tunity for accidents. For this purpose the following types of im
provements merit special consideration: 

Sidewalks along highways. 
Non-skid surfaces. 
Center strips to form two separate one-way roadways. 
Avoidance of multiple intersections. 
Rotary traffic islands. 
Grade separations at railway crossings and highway intersections. 
Segregation of through traffic from local traffic. 
Street and highway illumination. 
Street systems in residential developments planned to avoid pedes

trian hazards. 

Highway engineers should regularly set aside a definite part of 
their appropriations for the elimination of known physical hazards. 

Sidewalks along highways, especially in the outskirts of munici
palities and in the vicinity of schools and other gathering places, 
merit much greater attention than they have thus far had, In 
failing to provide a safe place for the pedestrian to walk along the 
highway and making it his responsibility to look out for himself 
by advising him to walk on the left side facing traffic, society has 
failed in its duty to school children and adults who must at times 
walk along the highways. 

Progress with railroad grade crossing elimination continues slow, 
largely due to the policy of placing upon the railroads a large part 
of the cost of improvements needed because of the rapid increase 
in motor traffic. In the interest of expediting elimination of the 
hazards of grade crossings, the public should assume a larger share 
of the expense and that of the railroads should be limited to the 
resulting capitalized savings in their operating expenses of a tangible 
nature, such as relief from employment of watchmen, crossing ten
ders or automatic devices, maintenance of crossings and the like. 
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Proper illumination of city streets and of highways wherever 
financially practicable deserves careful consideration. Reports from 
some localities show an increased proportion of accidents due to 
inadequate lighting conditions and indicate the desirability of care
ful study of the relation between illumination and the accident rate. 

There are great future possibilities in planning street and high
way systems and organizing community development, as at Rad-
burn, N. J., so as to avoid much of the present hazard to pedes
trians and children at play from motor traffic. The same prin
ciples can be applied to some extent in replanning and improving 
existing communities. However, because of financial and other 
limitations, this development can only come gradually in built-up 
areas, and the present major problem of street and highway safety 
is how to make the safest and most efficient use of existing facilities. 

Traffic Engineering 

As traffic problems have grown more extensive and complicated 
it has become increasingly evident that they cannot be solved by 
simple observation. The only approach which will yield satis
factory results is to gather and analyze all pertinent facts and base 
remedial measures upon the results of this procedure. 

Since its inauguration in 1924, traffic engineering has grown 
steadily, until today more than 21,000,000 people live in cities 
where full-time traffic engineering work is being continuously car
ried on. Numerous cities which do not yet have traffic engineers 
have had traffic surveys conducted by outside consultants. A num
ber of states which have set up traffic engineering agencies were 
mentioned in Part III of this report. The U. S. Bureau of Public 
Roads is doing an increasing amount of work in this field and, 
through the Civil Works Administration in the winter and early 
spring of 1934, the federal government financed extensive traffic 
surveys in many localities. A professional Institute of Traffic En
gineers was organized in 1930 to improve methods, develop stand
ards and disseminate knowledge concerning traffic engineering. 

What the Traffic Engineer Does 
Traffic engineering duties include: 

Conducting of traffic counts and other factual investigations. 
Control of the design, installation, proper timing and maintenance 

of traffic signals and signal systems. 
Design and plans for installation of traffic signs and markings. 
Engineering analyses of accident records and the devising of 

remedial measures. 
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Studies of traffic laws and regulations and of desirable improve
ments thereof. 

Routing of intercity and other traffic. 
Cooperation with highway officials in the design of traffic circles, 

throat widening at intersections, curb cut-backs and traffic islands 
of various types. 

Assistance to the police in the analysis of law observance and en
forcement and in the development of ways and means to improve 
conditions. 

Preparation of materials for traffic educational purposes. 
Development of standards. 
Cooperation with city planners in the development of major street 

plans. 

The traffic engineer bases his remedies on impartial analysis of 
facts. He closely observes conditions and driving practices. He 
often operates a car many times through locations which he is 
studying in various directions and under various conditions in 
order to be sure that no important factors are overlooked. 

Traffic Engineering Results 
The Second National Conference on Street and Highway Safety 

in 1926 recommended that each municipality having serious traffic 
problems should set up a traffic planning organization with a traffic 
engineering staff. In the succeeding years such organizations work
ing in many communities have accomplished numerous notable im
provements. A few specific accomplishments may be cited: 

Flexible progressive signal systems, permitting continuous move
ment of vehicular traffic. The first installation, in the Chicago Loop 
district, combined with a parking regulation plan, whch also resulted 
from a thorough-going traffic survey, reduced accidents about one-
fifth and speeded up traffic about SO per cent. 

Increased traffic capacity at intersections. In one large city, 
the average traffic volume at signalized intersections was doubled 
by traffic engineering methods. 

Removal of unwarranted traffic signals. In another large city, 
several dozen unwarranted traffic signals, installed before inaugura
tion of traffic engineering service, were removed with benefit to 
traffic and reduction of expense. 

Relief of police from intersection duty. The installation of the 
signal system in central Pittsburgh released for other duty more 
than half of the officers assigned there, and in downtown Boston 
signals relieved fifty-nine intersection officers. 

Reduction of delays. In a survey by the American City Maga
zine, one city reported that traffic engineering has accomplished as 
much increase in street capacity and speed of traffic by efficiently 
utilizing existing facilities as has been achieved by street widening. 

Accident reduction. The first year's operation of the flexible 
progressive signal system on North Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
witnessed a reduction in fatal accidents from twenty-three to eleven. 
Erection of stop signs at certain intersections was followed_ by a 
56 per cent reduction in accidents at those points. After instal
lation of warning signs and markings were found warranted by 
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traffic engineering analysis, accidents were reduced 47 per cent. 
Pittsburgh, Evanston, Illinois, and the Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts, the three first-place winners of the first National Traffiic 
Safety Contest, have traffic engineers. 

Establishing Traffic Engineering Service 
State traffic engineers may operate under either the highway de

partment or the motor vehicle department. Since the duties largely 
relate to highway use, connection with the motor vehicle depart
ment seems preferable in states where that department is suitably 
developed. 

For municipalities the logical method of providing traffic engi
neering service depends on various factors, including size, intensity 
of traffic and governmental organization. Cities of less than 100,000 
inhabitants can generally be served satisfactorily by a part-time 
traffic engineer, either employed for the purpose or made available 
through the state traffic engineering office on a consulting basis. 
Cities of more than 250,000 inhabitants should have a full-time 
traffic engineering staff. In deciding how to provide such service 
cities between 100,000 and 250,000 should be governed largely by 
the severity of their traffic problem. 

The traffic engineering staff of a city may be under the depart
ment responsible for public safety or the department in charge of 
engineering and public works. A sound principle is to place it in 
the department with which it will normally have the greater num
ber of contacts. 

The problem of coordination is especially important with new 
governmental agencies. It will help to avoid friction if the powers 
and duties of the traffic engineer are clearly defined by ordinance. 
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Part VI—Education 
IN ONE sense the entire program of the National Conference on 
Street and Highway Safety and its participating bodies is a pro
gram of education. The Conference has no legal authority. It 
can only exercise an educational influence upon legislators to enact 
uniform effective laws; on administrative officials to adopt modern, 
reasonable methods of enforcement and traffic engineering; on en
gineers to build more safety into the streets and highways and the 
vehicles that use them; and on the educators themselves to include 
safety in the curriculum of every school and adopt the best meth
ods of safety instruction and training. 

In a narrower and more usual sense safety education means the 
arousing and instructing of the general public—children and adults, 
drivers and pedestrians. Such education has two objectives, espe
cially with regard to the adult population—mass education to arouse 
the collective interest and will, so that laws can be passed and en
forced and other necessary remedies supported, and education of 
the individual to make him really understand the tragic conse
quences of accidents and his own personal obligation to avoid and 
avert them through personal carefulness, skill and observance of 
the laws. 

Educational methods found effective with various groups are out
lined below. 

The Pre-School Child 
The child of less than five or six years is often the victim of 

others' carelessness; hardly of his own, for he is too young to be 
responsible. The safety of the little child is very largely dependent 
upon the teaching and example of his parents, though often his older 
brothers and sisters can help. There is really only one safety rule 
for the toddler, and that is to stay on the sidewalk, and he can be 
taught this rule with a little patience and perserverance. That the 
parents of America have not yet fully measured up to this respon
sibility is shown by the accident statistics, which do not reveal for 
the pre-school child any such marked decrease as is shown for 
those of school age. This is a problem which should be approached 
through child study groups and parent-teachers associations. 

The Elementary School Child 
No other group so large in numbers has shown such an improve

ment in the traffic accident statistics as the group of children from 
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5 to 14 years of age, corresponding closely to the elementary and 
junior high school years. The downward trend for this group has 
been shown in Part I of this report. There can be no reasonable 
doubt that this is the direct result of the definite and specific in
struction of grade school children in safety, which has become so 
widespread during the past decade. There is hardly a grade school 
principal or teacher today who is not giving some instruction in 
safety—although in some cases the methods and materials used 
leave much to be desired. 

It should be noted that the teaching of safety is far more than 
the mere inculcation of specific habits and techniques. The prob
lem of safety is one of the fundamental problems of the human 
race and has its roots deep in the psychological and philosophical 
bases for right living, so that a course in safety if rightly conducted 
is of far-reaching significance from a cultural and character-form
ing point of view. 

The methods of classroom instruction and the related activities 
—junior safety councils and school boy patrols—have been so 
widely published by various organizations as to need no detailed 
treatment here. It should be pointed out, however, that the teacher 
in the grades cannot be expected to give adequate safety instruc
tion unless provided with proper texts just the same as in teaching 
any other subject. Such teachers should be provided with the 
safety magazines, lesson outlines, posters, manuals and other ma
terial now provided by the National Safety Council, American 
Automobile Association, National Bureau of Casualty and Surety 
Underwriters, Highway Education Board and others. The distri
bution of manuals of safety instructions by the state departments 
of education is of equally great value. 

High Schools 

It is fair to say that the high schools as a whole are nearly ten 
years behind the grades in their recognition of safety. Yet in 
some ways the need is even greater. The little child needs to be 
taught how to cross the street. But the high school student needs 
to be taught how to drive, and if he is not taught, he may kill or 
injure others as well as himself. He needs to be taught not only 
the mechanics of driving but the principle of fair play—the need 
for and the nature of traffic laws and regulations. 

During the past two or three years a small but rapidly growing 
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number of high schools has recognized this responsibility and taken 
important steps in working out satisfactory methods. These must 
differ from the methods in the grade schools, just as the high school 
and the grades differ in other respects. The methods which have 
proved successful include assembly or home room programs, the 
display of posters, essay and poster contests, inclusion of safety in 
the courses in automobile mechanics, student safety councils, stu
dent motor traffic clubs, and courses in driving, for all or a large 
part of the student body. Of these methods, the last three require 
further mention. 

The student safety council commonly consists of one or two rep
resentatives from each home room, with a faculty advisor. The 
council meets regularly and has charge of developing and conduct
ing the entire safety program of the school. One of its chief ad
vantages is in the development of initiative and. active interest. 

The high school motor traffic club permits intensive study and 
discussion of various phases of modern motor vehicle transporta
tion, including the study of accidents and their prevention. The 
club is excellent for those who belong to it, but in most cases it 
must be limited to a fraction of the student body. 

The drivers' school or instruction course is open to all students 
and is generally attended by those who are beginning or about to 
drive. It consists of a series of lectures, demonstrations and dis
cussions, given generally once a week and for periods in various 
schools of from five to twelve or even sixteen weeks. The course 
includes a study of the mechanics of the automobile, particularly 
in its safety aspects, an analysis and explanation of the traffic laws 
and the reasons therefor, the social and economic background of 
the safety movement, and the elements and actual technique of 
good driving. In some states these courses are carried on with the 
active cooperation of the motor vehicle department and lead up 
to the granting of drivers' licenses, where the students are of legal 
age and where this has the approval of the parents. This is a 
most significant movement and seems to indicate that the high 
schools of the country may generally and definitely assume the 
responsibility of teaching young people how to drive. 

Details of plans and programs for high school safety work can 
be obtained from the National Safety Council, the National Bureau 
of Casualty and Surety Underwriters or the American Automobile 
Association. 
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Teachers, Engineers, Traffic Officials 

There is obvious need for including courses in safety instruction 
in the curriculum of every training institution for teachers, as has 
been done for several years by leading colleges. Engineering schools 
are beginning to recognize safety as an element in both traffic en
gineering and highway engineering courses, although traffic engi
neering itself merits greater attention in college curricula. Pro
gressive police departments likewise recognize the need for definite 
training of their traffic officers in city or regional police schools. 

Commercial Drivers 

If any proof is needed that traffic accidents can be reduced and 
that safety instruction and supervision bring results, the record of 
the truck, bus and taxicab drivers, set forth in Part I, is certainly 
sufficient evidence. This record is the more remarkable in that it 
represents the average trend of all commercial drivers. As a large 
number of these drivers, especially those in the very small fleets, 
have had practically no safety training or supervision, it is evident 
that the more progressive and larger fleets must have made very 
great reductions in order to bring down the average; and this is in 
fact the case. 

In general, the methods successfully used by large truck, bus 
and taxicab companies are the same as those which have brought 
results in other industrial groups. They include careful inspection 
and maintenance of the vehicles, careful selection and training of 
drivers, supervision, discipline where necessary, and frequently re
wards for good, records. 

As in the case of the grade schools, the methods of commercial 
driver accident prevention have become standardized and have been 
widely published by the National Safety Council, the National 
Automobile Chamber of Commerce and some of the fleet associa
tions. Reference is therefore made to such publications for details. 
Special mention, however, should be made of the great importance 
of two elements: 

(1) These drivers are under control of their employers. 
(2) The element of competition,—of working for a reward or a 

prize—has been found extremely effective. 

The great problem in dealing with private drivers is to find the 
equivalent of these devices. 
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The General Public 
A large percentage of the adult population are drivers at one 

time or another, and these drivers will be reached by any method 
that will reach the general public. Effective campaigns of public 
education for safety (including pedestrians as well as drivers) 
have been and can be carried on through the newspapers, the 
radio, posters, meetings and special campaigns such as safety or 
courtesy weeks or months in connection with a continuous safety 
program. A combination of these methods is much more effective 
than any one of them alone, and still more effective when it forms 
part of a general community safety program in which adequate 
engineering and enforcement activities are also included. 

As indicated in the opening paragraphs of this Part, the safety 
education of the community is necessary not only for teaching in
dividuals to be more careful but also for arousing and mobilizing 
public opinion to support the officials in the performance of their 
safety functions. That such education brings results has been 
statistically proved through analysis of the city reports in the Na
tional Traffic Safety Contest. For this analysis see the magazine 
Public Safety for July, 1933, and for more detailed suggestions 
and methods see the pamphlets, Auto Accidents Can Be Reduced, 
pages 20-22, as well as other publications of the National Safety 
Council; A Safety Program for the American Legion, published by 
the National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters, and 
The Great American Gamble, issued by the Travelers' Insurance 
Company. 

Newspapers have a special opportunity to build up the back
ground of informed public opinion which is essential to the suc
cess of any comprehensive traffic safety program. Feature stories 
on automobile pages or elsewhere and the handling of news items 
on automobile accidents afford means of bringing out safety facts 
and supplementing the support for specific remedial measures given 
through the editorial columns. 

Community Organizations for Safety 
Effective public education for safety requires not only a definite 

program but also a permanent organization to carry it on. In fact, 
the operation year after year of a community safety organization 
is itself an educational process. In no other way can the com
munity leaders become so thoroughly convinced of the need for 
safety and the methods of getting it. 
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The community safety organization may take any one of several 
forms. It may be, especially in the larger cities, an independent 
safety council. It may be a committee of, or sponsored by, the 
chamber of commerce, the motor club or some other civic organiza
tion. In some communities it has been an advisory committee or 
commission appointed by the mayor, city manager or police chief. 

Much more important than its name or formal affiliations are 
its make-up and its program. A successful community safety or
ganization must be representative of the various official, business 
and civic groups interested. These include the city departments 
having traffic or safety functions, the transportation, insurance, 
automobile and trucking companies, the merchants and others who 
use the streets, and the civic associations, including those of the 
women. 

The program of activities must be selected from among those 
which have been found successful in other places. Above all, the 
organization must have competent, unselfish, energetic leadership. 

It is impossible to lay down the details of an organization or a 
program that will fit all communities, or even all of a certain size. 
The organization or group which wishes to undertake a community 
safety program is best advised to consult at the outset either simi
lar successful organizations in other cities or a national body with 
practical experience in this field. 

A state or regional safety organization and program must, to 
be successful, follow a somewhat different plan. Volunteer workers 
cannot assemble from different parts of the state for frequent meet
ings, as they can in a city organization; hence strong leadership 
at the headquarters is essential. Ordinarily, this means a compe
tent full-time manager. Appointment or formal recognition by 
the Governor and complete or partial financial support by the 
state may well be provided. The state safety organization should 
cooperate closely with the state motor vehicle, health, highway and 
school departments; the state chamber of commerce, automobile 
association, parent-teachers organizations and other civic and busi
ness groups; and the local public officials, chambers of commerce 
and similar bodies. Its most useful functions will generally lie in 
the fields of state-wide accident statistics, publicity, public and 
school education, legislation, and assistance to local safety organi
zations and campaigns. 
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Part VII—Law Observance and Enforcement 
TRAFFIC LAWS require motorists and pedestrians to do certain 
things which prevent accidents and prohibit certain actions which 
cause accidents. Practically every collision involves one or more 
violations of traffic laws. Mishaps cannot be prevented unless 
these laws are observed. 

Place of Enforcement in Traffic Control 

Enforcement is a vital part of traffic control. Its purpose is to 
induce violators to obey voluntarily in the future. Law enforce
ment is a form of education. For the large majority, educational 
enforcement, by means of warnings and otherwise, is desirable. 
Inevitably, however, there will always be some who will respond 
only to the strong arm of the law. 

There is a close relationship between law observance, enforce
ment and accidents. An enforcement demonstration conducted by 
the National Safety Council showed definitely that increased en
forcement was accompanied by decreased accidents, and vice versa. 
In 17 cities participating for one month in the increased enforce
ment the average reduction in accidents was 13 per cent. There 
are many instances of a systematic increase in convictions for vio
lations being followed by a 15 to SO per cent reduction in accidents. 

Lax enforcement of our traffic laws is undoubtedly at present 
one of the greatest weaknesses of our traffic control program. 
There are, however, right ways and wrong ways of attempting to 
remedy this condition. Too drastic a campaign of enforcement 
may result in public antagonism and defeat its purpose. On the 
other hand, a reasonable, impartial program of enforcement which 
takes the public into its confidence at every step and explains the 
reasons why will almost certainly meet with success. In such a 
program the enforcement authorities should be thinking primarily 
in terms of accident hazards involved or the effect on traffic flow 
rather than in terms of mere technical violations. 

Guiding the Enforcement Program 

Since enforcement deals critically with private and public be
havior, it must be handled with care and understanding. 

The first requirement for guiding the program is an adequate 
system of accident records, as already described, to permit focus
ing of enforcement efforts upon the locations, individuals, driving 
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practices or other features which offer the more important hazards. 
The following are the main indications for the enforcement pro

gram to be derived from the accident records: 

(a) The number and severity of accidents gives an index of 
the need for increased attention to the problem. 

(b) The "location file" and "spot map" show where the mo
torcycle patrol and other enforcement officers should concentrate 
their efforts. 

(c) The "collision diagram" indicates the character of im
proper driving at intersectons calling for attention. 

(d) The time analysis tells how the shifts of officers should 
be organized to give the proper proportion of available men on duty 
at various times. 

(e) The "type of accident" analysis shows the principal viola
tions which should be concentrated upon. For example, in Massa
chusetts an analysis of the accident records showed that most of 
the accidents were caused by the following: 

Operating at a speed too fast for conditions. 
Passing another car going in the same direction when view 

is obscured. 
Failing to keep to the right side of the road. 
Failing to slow down at intersections. 
Failing to slow down on approach to pedestrians. 
Failing to observe law regarding passing street cars. 
Violation of stop signs and traffic signals. 
Dangerous parking. 

( f ) An analysis by names of the operators will show certain 
"repeaters" who commit more violations and have more accidents 
than the average. This makes it possible to devote special educa
tional attention to them, to re-examine them for physical or other 
deficiencies, to confer with them as to their record and how it 
can be improved, or to increase their punishment until they improve 
or are removed from the road. 

Every step in the enforcement program should be closely geared 
to the accidents, and violations. For example, the number of acci
dents due to speed too fast for the conditions should be plotted 
on a graph against the number and percentage of arrests and con
victions for that particular violation. An analysis of this sort in 
one large city showed, for example, that about 90 per cent of the 
summonses were issued for parking violations, whereas they were 
involved in less than 10 per cent of the serious accidents. On the 
other hand, "failing to slow down at intersections", a major cause 
of accidents, was receiving almost no enforcement effort. In such 
a case enforcement should be increased on each particularly haz
ardous violation until the graph shows that accidents due to it 
have been reduced to a minimum. This analysis should be kept 
up to date week by week in order to keep the enforcement program 
in constant step with changing conditions. 
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As 45 to 60 per cent of the fatal accidents involve pedestrians, 
there obviously should be a concentration of effort on accidents 
involving them. 

Law Observance Studies 

Since the number of accidents of a particular type at a particular 
place will not usually be great enough in a short period to provide 
an accurate index, it is desirable to make special studies to deter
mine the extent to which motorists or pedestrians are obeying the 
important regulations. If, for example, it is found that only one-
third of the motorists stop at stop signs, more police attention and 
education are obviously required with respect to that violation. 
After the increased enforcement has been applied, another law ob
servance study should be made to determine whether the signs are 
being satisfactorily obeyed. It is thus possible to exercise an in
telligent influence in curbing dangerous violations without having 
to wait for the development of the accident record. 

Accident Investigation Squads 

Since traffic laws prohibit almost all actions which cause acci
dents, it follows that whenever there has been an accident there 
has practically always been some violation. Whether logical or 
not, public opinion will more readily support punishment of an 
operator for doing something which caused an accident than for 
something which might have resulted but did not happen to result 
in disaster. And yet in most communities drivers who have acci
dents are seldom punished for the acts which caused them. Only 
a small percentage of the accidents are thoroughly investigated. 
In cases where they are, it is usually some time after the action 
took place, when the witnesses have left and the case in general 
is cold. 

Communities with modern enforcement programs have a simple 
solution to this problem—the accident investigation squad with its 
radio-equipped automobile "cruiser". If radio-equipped cars are 
not available, telephones, teletype, pull boxes and patrol cars can 
be used. By training the public to call a police station whenever 
an accident occurs, the authorities are able to dispatch experienced 
men promptly to the scene. Witnesses are thus usually available, 
photographs and measurements can be made and the cars and 
drivers can be examined. This plan has resulted in greatly in-
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creasing the ratio of convictions to arrests and in providing defi
nite punishment for nontechnical violations which result in acci
dent. Trained police officers make up the record and file the com
plaint, whereas under the common procedure today when one of 
the parties involved files the complaint the criminal suit is fre
quently dropped if damages are paid. Thus an offense against the 
public safety goes unpunished and repetition is rendered more 
likely. 

The public reaction to the use of accident investigation squads 
as an aid to enforcement is good. 

Combating the "Fixing" Evil 

It is a well established principle that certainty of punishment 
is more important than severity. Under conditions where only a 
small proportion of those apprehended are convicted or punished 
in any way, the law does not mean much to the public. It is 
better to make fewer arrests and have conviction and punishment 
certain for those who commit major violations. 

In many parts of the country the use of influence to avoid the 
consequences of traffic violations is a serious handicap to the en
forcement program. Policies which have been found effective in 
combating this abuse include: 

(a) Making all regulations reasonable from the public view
point. 

(b) Using verbal warnings, cards or letters for minor offenses. 
(c) Concentrating on the worst offenses and repeating offenders 

so that cases coming up will be strong ones and punishment ob
viously deserved. 

(d) Using a triplicate tag system which requires recording of 
evidence in the office of the fiscal agent of the city, the police de
partment and the court. 

(e) Public auditing of tickets and of enforcement results, as 
in Pittsburgh and Minneapolis. This places the altering of tickets 
on the same basis as changing the records of the treasury depart
ments. 

(f) Establishment of traffic violations bureaus, which make it 
easier for the minor offender to pay than to exert effort through 
underground channels to defeat the law. Traffic violations bureaus 
are also of value in relieving the courts of thousands of minor 
cases, thus freeing their time for more thorough consideraton of 
major cases. 

(g) Selection of competent magistrates and safeguarding them 
from improper influences. 

Abolition of Fee System 

The practice still prevails in some places whereby the county 
or municipality pays a certain fee to the arresting officer and to 
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the judicial official hearing the case for each conviction secured. 
This practice, often called the "fee system", is obviously not in 
the interest of impartial justice to persons apprehended. The 
abuses arising from this system are many and serious. This prac
tice is strongly condemned. 

Warnings and Penalties 

To be effective, punishments should fit both the violation and the 
violator. Enforcement officers have often taken the attitude that 
the only way to punish a violator for minor offenses is through his 
pocketbook. The wealthy man or young driver whose family pays 
his fine for him thus escapes any seriously felt penalty. To meet 
varying requirements the following measures have been found effec
tive: 

(a) Warning tickets and letters which tell the motorist that 
his name is on file and that he has a record started against him. 

(b) A sliding scale of fines, making mandatory increased pun
ishment for repeated offenses. 

(c) A traffic school for violators, providing "enforced educa
tion" for those who chiefly need education and for those to whom 
money means nothing or those who cannot afford to pay. 

(d) Hearings and interviews designed to find out deficiencies 
in the individual and convert him into a safe driver if possble. 

(e) Paroles or suspended sentences for first offenders for all 
but the most serious violations, to give them a chance to show that 
they have mended their ways. 

(f) Re-examination of all motorists who have a number of ac
cidents or violations charged to them. 

(g) License suspension and revocation, which are severe and 
effective punishments. 

Enforcement authorities should use such of these well known and 
proved methods as are most suitable in each case. 

Amount of Enforcement Needed 

Since it is definitely known that enforcement increased along 
the lines outlined above will materially reduce accidents, the ques
tion frequently arises as to how much enforcement is required and 
justified from the humanitarian and economic viewpoints. To es
tablish this point, selective enforcement activities and punishments 
should be increased until the prospective results do not justify fur
ther increase in efforts. 

In the development of such a program several different yard-
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sticks should be established to measure what can be accomplished. 
These are as follows: 

(a) A month-by-month comparison of the number of convic
tions for driving violations and the number of personal injury 
accidents involved. The enforcement demonstration previously 
referred to indicated that for every accident involving personal 
injury there should be at least ten convictions for driving viola
tions in order to produce reasonably safe driving. 

(b) The relationship between the number of warnings given 
and the number of convictions. Warnings alone, with no convic
tions, would give little if any results. 

(c) The percentages of places, times of year, month and day, 
individual and types of actions on which enforcement efforts are 
concentrated and the relationship of these percentages to the acci
dent rate. 

(d) Law observance studies of the "before and after" type as 
already described. 

Such guides will be of great assistance to enforcement agencies 
in the direction of gauging increased efforts and exercising greater 
selectivity. 

Special Enforcement Measures 

The following enforcement measures, not at present in general 
use, are worthy of careful consideration. 

Conspicuous Police Cars 
Much can be done to influence drivers' behavior by making them 

realize that they are being watched and will be apprehended if they 
violate the law. In some jurisdictions this is being done by paint
ing the enforcement vehicles white, red or yellow, thus greatly in
creasing the knowledge of their presence. It is well established that 
when motorists see a motorcycle officer or police car they slow down. 
To deal with habitual violators or criminals, however, a certain 
proportion of police vehicles, although clearly marked, should not 
be painted with the identifying color. 

Citizen Observers 
In some communities citizen traffic safety observers report vio

lations, thus providing enforcement officials with additional evi
dence regarding individual drivers and enabling them to warn a 
large percentage of offenders who are not apprehended or seen by 
police offcers. 
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Mobile Public Address System 

Several enforcement administrators have successfully used micro
phone and loud speaker systems mounted On police vehicles to con
trol pedestrians at intersections and to warn drivers engaged in or . 
about to commit a violation. The plan is worthy of more extended 
use. 

Motor Vehicle Equipment Inspection 
At modern speeds brakes, steering, lighting and other safety 

equipment of the car become very important. Ten states and some 
cities now have laws requiring periodic inspections. Every state 
and every city should have a special vehicle squad for checking 
up on equipment. In addition operators should be specifically 
punished for accidents due to unsafe equipment. Such activity has 
another effect on safety which may be even greater than that of 
providing safety equipment. It has a good psychological effect on 
the operator by making him realize that he is driving a vehicle 
which can become very dangerous if it is not properly maintained. 
Act V of the Uniform Vehicle Code as revised provides for periodic 
inspections of motor vehicles. 

Attitude of Traffic Officers Toward Violators 

When a motorist is stopped for violation of a rule affecting 
safety, it should at once be made clear to him that his apprehension 
has a definite safety purpose. Each officer should know the facts 
regarding the hazards on his route or beat, so that he will know 
what driving practices it is most important to improve. Officers 
should concentrate their efforts at points where accidents have oc
curred or dangerous driving practices prevail and should be fur
nished the necessary information on these points. They should 
approach violators largely on an accident basis and say something 
like this: "You are being arrested for approaching that intersec
tion at an unsafe rate of speed. Last year there were fifteen acci
dents and two deaths at the intersection due to excessive speed. 
We are making arrests at places where accidents occur and for the 
acts which cause them." This impresses the motorist with the 
fact that the officer knows his business and that there is a good 
reason for his action. The driver's attention will thus be directed 
to the purpose behind the law and not to apparently unimportant 
technicalities. 
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Part VIII—Traffic Safety Research 
THE National Conference on Street and Highway Safety has long 
recognized the need for continuing research on many phases of the 
traffic problem to keep pace with constantly changing conditions. 
The Conference Committee on Causes of Accidents in 1926 listed 
a number of subjects on which research was needed. The Third 
National Conference in 1930 adopted a resolution urging the co
operation of the federal government through such technical research 
and fact-finding experimentation as could properly be conducted 
by the Bureau of Public Roads, the Department of Commerce and 
other governmental offices, and submitted a list of 14 typical prob
lems calling for research. 

The Bureau of Public Roads, the Bureau of Standards and other 
governmental agencies have been doing extensive research work on 
some of these subjects during the past four years, as have the state 
and municipal authorities, safety organizations and some of the 
universities. Nevertheless, there is abundant room for all of the 
research that can be conducted by these agencies as well as by the 
research foundations and by business groups which have a financial 
stake in preventing accidents. 

Suggested Subjects for Research 

The following are subjects on which there is need for research. 
Some of these have already been mentioned in the various parts 
of this report to which they relate. 

Engineering 
1. Design of traffic islands, including medial, channelizing, 

rotary and loading islands. 
2. Divided roadways. 
3. Safe approach speeds at blind intersections, curves, hills and 

traffic signals. 
4. Timing of traffic signals, particularly for pedestrians. 
5. Further refinements in design and use of signs, signals and 

markings. 
6. Provisions for pedestrians on rural highways, including side

walks and paths. 

Administration and Enforcement 
1. Organization of police traffic divisions in states and cities. 
2. Traffic training for police officers. 
3. Organization and operation of traffic courts. 
4." Organization and operation of traffic engineering offices. 
5. Relation of traffic law enforcement to accidents. 
6. Methods of enforcing speed laws. 
7. Suspension and revocation procedure in motor vehicle de

partments. 
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Education and Psychology 
1. Methods and agencies for teaching safe driving. 
2. Training courses for commercial vehicle operators. 
3. Model drivers' manual. 
4. Accident-prone motorists. 
5. Multiple causes of accidents. 
6. Speed habits of drivers. 
7. Relation of safety publicity to traffic accidents. 

Research Procedure 

Research should be conducted in small units so that definite por
tions can be completed at any early date and be put into use as 
soon as possible. To be valid and convincing, a sufficient amount 
of data should be accumulated on each unit. Before any new re
search is to be undertaken, a careful search of the field should be 
made to determine what has already been accomplished. 

Whenever possible, research should be conducted in cooperation 
with governmental traffic officials to insure practical application of 
the results. 

It is recommended that the organizations participating in the 
National Conference on Street and Highway Safety carefully con
sider the foregoing subjects for research and that each undertake 
one or more items not being carried out, with due regard to the 
plans of other interested groups. 
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Conclusion 
IN THE foregoing many-sided program every individual, every 
civic organization and every public official who has any contact 
with traffic can and should participate. 

The chief opportunity of one person or group may be in work
ing actively for the adoption of the standard drivers' license sys
tem, another in remedying a chaotic parking situation, another in 
education of fleet drivers, in putting teeth into the enforcement 
program, in bringing about a comprehensive traffic survey. How
ever, interest in a particular project, such as correcting conditions 
at an especially hazardous intersection or railroad crossing, should 
not prevent those in a position to do so from energetically support
ing the larger elements of the safety program. 

There is need for fixing definitely the responsibility for traffic 
safety in every state, every city and every civic and industrial 
organization. And, finally, there is need for acceptance by every 
individual of his personal responsibility. 

Except in rare instances, traffic accidents are not acts of God. 
They are acts of men. They can be prevented. 


